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			About Progressive Edge

Progressive Edge aims to reduce work-related death, injury and ill health by providing the latest health and safety news, guides and tips.
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                    4 Tips for Improving Health and Safety at Business Events

                Business events used to be straightforward to run. In other words, the hardest part was selecting a theme and...  read more 
    


    
                    
                
                    
                        
                                                    
                                            
                
            
                    Where to do team building in London

                Team-building activities are a great way to increase productivity and build morale in the workplace. It can be hard,...  read more 
    


    
                    
                
                    
                        
                                                    
                                            
                
            
                    4 Essential Health and Safety Tips for Warehouse Employees

                Warehouse safety should be a priority for every company. The various tasks and activities in the warehouse can pose...  read more 
    


    
                    
                
                    
                        
                                                    
                                            
                
            
                    Tips to Consider When Preparing Your Company for Expansion

                It is every business owner’s dream to grow and expand their company. No matter how big or small the...  read more 
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                                            Sash Windows Sale Maintains Affordable Rates for Clients In Sale
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                                            Drainage Berkshire Drainage Experts Begin Operation in Berkshire
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                4 revolutionary ways to simplify your business

                
                                                                                                                                        

                With the global economy being hit with a series of shocks this year, most business owners have learned the hard way that it is important to remain agile, and that starts by keeping your business lean and simple. Here...  Read More 
            
        
    



    
                    
                
                    
                                            
                                    
            
                
            
                Why Should You Implement HR Software?

                
                                                                                                                                        

                If your business is subject to quick growth, or you are simply looking for a way to stay organised and on top of employees, then implementing a HR (human resource) software is a very worthwhile step to take in...  Read More 
            
        
    



    
                    
                
                    
                                            
                                    
            
                
            
                HSE: Reducing The Risk Of Liabilities And Boosting Benefits For Your Business

                
                                                                                                                                        

                Industries are developing new ways to create better work conditions. One of the key aspects of responsible operations that industry authorities are continuously improving is Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) management. With the level of attention directed toward protecting...  Read More 
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    Nov
                

                    Great ways to motivate your team members

                Team morale – the magic ingredient
Every good manager knows that well-motivated people make teams with high morale, and teams that have that magic ingredient consistently outperform those that don’t....  read more 
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                    The Benefits of Investing in Supply Chain Management

                What is Supply Chain Management (SCM)?
Supply Chain Management solutions or SCM is when businesses actively manage overall supply chain activities to help maximize customer value and maintain a competitive...  read more 
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                    How To Deal With Accidents As An Employer

                
With the Health Safety and Environment(HSE), traveling while driving a vehicle and relative activities is one most risky work that all of us will carry out every day. However,...  read more 
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                    What Type of Manager are You: Princess, a Parent or a Politician?

                
As we went through our worker’s agreement contract, when it involves improving health and protection output, many of the employers realize that the employee’s commitment is the key to...  read more 
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                    Benefits of Using Twitter for Workplace Health and Safety Management

                ocial media has become part and parcel of us right now and we can only try as much as possible to tap its benefit in the management of our...  read more 
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“Progressive Edge gave reliable and smart advice for us here at droneguardinsurance.co.uk. Their advice met everyone’s needs and we guarantee to recommend Progressive Edge onto anyone who requires their services.”



Samuel GreenDrone Guard



“Progressive Edge has been our Health and Safety advisor for the last few months here at drugrehab-essex.uk. They are currently updating our procedures and risk assessments. They provide us with a good service at very competitive prices.”



Louis ParsonsDrug Rehab Essex



“Progressive Edge has acted promptly and efficiently to update my company’s, salonadvantage.net, Health and Safety Policy and Fire Risk Assessment.”



Nathan VaughanSalon Advantage



“Progressive Edge provided us here at drainage-kent.uk with expert advice regarding our responsibilities and how to implement them. They were very professional, friendly and knowledgeable, and undertook our initial assessment and produced the supporting documentation in an efficient manner. It was a huge relief to find a professional organisation to assist us, and we were so impressed with the speed our needs were met. I would fully recommend this company for all your health and safety needs.”



Spencer WalshDrainage Kent



“The team from Progressive Edge visited us here at surrey-drainage.uk and gave us the benefit of their experience which proved invaluable to us. They have a high level of professionalism and we have no hesitation in recommending their company.”



Connor NewtonSurrey Drainage



“Progressive Edge has excellent customer service and their advice for us here at drainage-sussex.uk has been invaluable. As a smaller firm, they have retained their ‘personal touch’ which has been much appreciated. We would have no hesitation in recommending Progressive Edge to others who need advice and/or their services.”



Harrison GreenwoodDrainage Sussex



“Thinking about health & safety can be daunting for a small company, and the legal requirements seem to come at a time when business is busier than ever so it’s the last thing on your mind! Progressive Edge took all the stress out of the situation, coming into the company and understanding our needs here at drainage-london.uk perfectly, producing precise documentation which answers all the requirements whilst also being extremely user friendly within the workplace. I would highly recommend their services to companies of any size.”



Mohammed CarrDrainage London



“Progressive Edge were extremely professional at the same time keeping it plain and simple to help us here at drainage-essex.uk understand Health and Safety and my role within it. I would definitely recommend and use again when the need arises.”



Evan LambertDrainage Essex



“Excellent service received from Progressive Edge. They quickly understood our business and guided us through the process to gain our Safe Contractor accreditation. Highly recommended by drainagebrighton.uk.”



Bailey MannDrainage Brighton



“We contacted Progressive Edge in October 2015 and after an initial consultation we were happy to employ them to sort out our Health and Safety issues. We are delighted with their endeavours here at 247roofingkent.co.uk and no nonsense approach and would happily recommend their services to others.”



Anthony Giles247 Roofing Kent



“I’ve used Progressive Edge Health and Safety Services for a number of years now at 247roofingsussex.co.uk. The service is always reliable and the company are very approachable.”



Scott Heath247 Roofing Sussex



“Progressive Edge is good value for money, they give good advice on health and safety policies and procedures. Progressive Edge are currently advising us here at 247roofingbrighton.co.uk on our next project which is a loft conversion. Highly recommended.”



Daniel Porter247 Roofing Brighton



“We have had the pleasure of working with Chris Ward of Progressive Edge November 2011. Here at protakscientific.com we have found their advice invaluable and their ability to translate the ever growing health & safety regulations to both workforce and management is effortless! Many thanks to you all.”



Caitlin BaileyProtak Scientific



“We have found the whole team at Progressive Edge an invaluable asset to the implementation of of our health and safety culture here at vw-t.co.uk. From good down to earth, practical training, site visits to make sure the regulations are being implemented and assistance in COSHH and our Health and Safety Policy we have found the services of the team a key factor in developing our company health and safety ethos.”



Mia SinclairVW-T



“I have found the team at Progressive Edge to be very passionate and knowledgeable about Health & Safety in the workplace. They have worked alongside my business, lewes.plumbing, for a number of years now and with his knowledge has enabled my business to achieve various accreditations i.e. Safecontractor and CHAS. Their training skills are second to none and I would have no hesitation in recommending Progressive Edge to any size business.”



Zachary PayneLewis Plumbing



“jdkingelvis.co.uk has been working with Progressive Edge since 2009 who have helped us to get all our health and safety in order. They have been a fantastic help, giving advice when needed, writing our policy, delivering training and updating us on the latest legislation. They are always on the end of the phone to help in a crisis and I wouldn’t hesitate recommending Progressive Edge to anyone.”



Jake BullJD King Elvis



“Progressive Edge have conducted various training courses for us here at henpartybrighton.com and any health & safety queries have been dealt with efficiently. The staff are friendly and are able to communicate in a way which makes things clear and easy to understand.”



Laura PrestonHen Party Brighton



“Progressive Edge has always provided clear, sound and sensible health and safety advice ensuring that all bases are covered. Ultimately nobody likes the paperwork involved in Health and Safety – Progressive Edge made it easy for us here at 247drainageuk.com“



Alicia Webster247 Drainage UK



“We have used the services of Progressive Edge for a number of years to provide our company, removals-manchester.uk, with competent health and safety advice and guidance. The company has always provided sensible risk management solutions and always consider the costs involved to our business.”



Nicholas SmartManchester Removals



“We have found Progressive Edge Safety Advisors to be approachable and professional here at ffinnplumbing.co.uk, while also being practically minded on finding the safest solution.”



Finlay ColeFrank Finn Plumbing



“We have found Progressive Edge to a great resource, helpful and above all professional here at thelondonlocksmiths.co.uk. I would recommend them without hesitation.



Iftach ChielPrime Alert - The London Locksmiths



“Progressive Edge and their invaluable team have been a great help in steering Utility Saving Expert in the right direction when it comes to Health and Safety policy decisions. I’d have no hesitation in recommending them to the business community local to me.”



Chris Richards

UtilitySavingExpert.Com Ltd
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                4 Tips for Improving Health and Safety at Business Events

                
                                                                                                                                        

                Business events used to be straightforward to run. In other words, the hardest part was selecting a theme and...  Read More 
            
        
    



    
                    
                
                    
                                            
                                    
            
                
            
                What are the Different Types of Additive Manufacturing Processes?

                
                                                                                                                                        

                A few years ago, metal parts manufacturing went from subtractive processes to additive ones. Moving on from creating moulds,...  Read More 
            
        
    



    
                    
                
                    
                                            
                                    
            
                
            
                Where to do team building in London

                
                                                                                                                                        

                Team-building activities are a great way to increase productivity and build morale in the workplace. It can be hard,...  Read More 
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			Progressive Edge aims to reduce work-related death, injury and ill health by providing the latest health and safety news, guides and tips.
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